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1. **Objective**

The objective of this document is to guide the implementers of V2.3 of the Profile Package technical specification in case it is used in an eUICC developed according to V2.2.1 or earlier of the GSMA specification SGP.22 (RSP technical specification).

2. **Issues to be solved**

As mentioned in Annex F of the Profile Package technical specification V2.3, installing a Profile containing support for 5G SUCI calculation by the USIM on an eUICC supporting only V2.2 or earlier of this specification may cause some trouble to the terminal.

**5G support:**

In case a V2.3 profile requesting SUCI calculation (i.e. DF 5GS and/or DF SAIP and service n°124 and/or service n°125 are available in the EF_UST) would be downloaded on an eUICC that does not support SUCI calculation and this eUICC is soldered or inserted in a 5G ME, the service indicators related to SUCI calculation in the UST would be ignored by the eUICC but they would be understood by the 5G ME. The 5G ME may send a GET IDENTITY command or try to read the content of DF 5GS. The GET IDENTITY command would then fail because the eUICC OS does not support SUCI calculation by USIM or the terminal would not find the information required for the SUCI calculation.

In order to avoid this issue, V2.3 of the specification mandates that when the 2 new PEs are used in order to support 5G SUCI calculation then they shall be flagged as "Mandated".

In GSMA specification SGP.22 V2.2.1 and earlier, there are some exchange of information between the SM-DP+ and the eUICC in order to check the compliance of the eUICC with the features required by the Profile intended to be downloaded. During this eligibility check, the eUICC shall send the version of the Profile Package specification as well as a list of optional features which are supported.

The support of version 2.3 of the Profile Package specification can be reported to the SM-DP+ in compliance with SGP.22, however, the reporting of the support of features related to 5G SUCI calculation is not available. This recommendation explains how to report these features to the SM-DP+.

3. **Recommendations**

An eUICC compliant with V2.3 of the SIMalliance Profile Package specification and compliant with V2.2.1 and earlier of GSMA SGP.22 RSP specification shall comply with the following additional recommendations:

1. The `profileVersion` filed in the `EUICCIInfo2` data object shall report support of version 2.3.

2. If the eUICC supports 5G SUCI calculation by the USIM:

The coding of `UICCCapability` shall be modified in the following way:

```
-- Definition of UICCCapability
UICCCapability ::= BIT STRING {
    contactlessSupport(0), -- Contactless (SWP, HCI and associated APIs)
    usimSupport(1), -- USIM as defined by 3GPP
}```
isimSupport(2),   -- ISIM as defined by 3GPP
csimSupport(3),   -- CSIM as defined by 3GPP2

akaMilenage(4),   -- Milenage as AKA algorithm
akaCave(5),       -- CAVE as authentication algorithm
akaTuak128(6),    -- TUAK as AKA algorithm with 128 bit key length
akaTuak256(7),    -- TUAK as AKA algorithm with 256 bit key length
usimTestAlgorithm(8),   -- USIM test algorithm
rfu2(9),          -- reserved for further algorithms

gbaAuthenUsim(10),   -- GBA authentication in the context of USIM
gbaAuthenIsim(11),   -- GBA authentication in the context of ISIM
mbmsAuthenUsim(12),   -- MBMS authentication in the context of USIM
eapClient(13),     -- EAP client

javacard(14),     -- Java Card(TM) support
multos(15),       -- Multos support

multipleUsimSupport(16),   -- Multiple USIM applications are supported within the same Profile
multipleIsimSupport(17),   -- Multiple ISIM applications are supported within the same Profile
multipleCsimSupport(18),   -- Multiple CSIM applications are supported within the same Profile

berTlvFileSupport(19),   -- BER TLV files
dfLinkSupport(20),      -- Linked Directory Files
cat-tpSupport (21),    -- CAT_TP support by any SD with SCP80
get-identitySupport(22),  -- Support of GET IDENTITY as defined in ETSI TS 102 221 and the associated interface for SUCI derivation as defined in 3GPP TS 31.130
profile-a-x25519Support(23),   -- Support of ECIES Profile A as described in 3GPP TS 33.501
profile-b-p256Support(24)   -- Support of ECIES Profile B as described in 3GPP TS 33.501